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When night comes and there are no clouds in the sky, hunting begins. Hunting of the
sky landscapes, stars and planets, of the Milky Way. Dimitri is a Georgian student and
Astrophotographer. Sometimes alone or sometimes with his friends, he goes out of
Tbilisi to take photos of deep skies and bring the beautiful night landscapes to our
eyes.
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When night comes and there are no clouds in the sky, hunting starts. It’s
hunting on the sky landscapes, stars and planets, on the Milky Way. Dimitri is a
Georgian student and Astrophotographer. He sometimes alone sometimes with his
friends goes out of Tbilisi to take photos of deep skies and bring the beautiful night
landscapes to our eyes.
“As soon as I see the weather in the evening is good, I take my rucksack and go out to
shoot the night sky. I’ll never forget the first time I did it, when I saw with my own eyes
the scale and beauty of our galaxy. The challenge for our generation in Georgia is to do
what we really want to do. Whatever the opposition.
With visa - free travel I can go to Europe I plan to see the night sky in different
countries and photograph it.
Dimitri, Astro -photographer
Thanks to NASA for the galaxies and for the Natural sounds!”
Dimitri: “I feel sleepy all day, in classes too, but everyone is so that is how I justify
myself”
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